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Maybe this is all that needed to be said. (Hyosub Shin / hshin@ajc.com)

After this debacle the question was obvious: How can the Hawks follow up a strong effort at Miami by 
laying down to the Hornets at home?

•

Some of the Hawks’ answers top the question made it sound as if they’d just loss a close one at Boston.•
“The difference was they made shots,” Mo said. “That’s very discouraging throughout the course of the 
game. Early on, we played great defense on Chris Paul, and he came down and shot a 35-footer. That 
was the type of night it was for them.”

•

Yes, the Hornets made some shots, especially in the third quarter, when Belinelli made some deep 
threes. But that’s about the only unusual thing that happened. The Hornets basically played like a 
competent NBA team and won by 41 at Philips.

•

Again–how can the Hawks get embarrassed like this at home three days after winning at Miami?•
“You really can’t explain it,” Smoove said. “You have games like this. I think Chris Paul is a very smart 
point guard. I think he just got the ball where he wanted to with dribble penetration.”

•

Yes, CP3 is a very smart and skilled point guard and he did hurt the Hawks with dribble penetration. But 
Paul had only 16 points and eight assists in 30 minutes while shooting 4 of 10, and the Hawks always 
struggle with dribble penetration.

•

The Hawks also missed a lot of open shots early in the game.•
“We couldn’t make shots and we just panicked,” L.D. said. “We just lost our composure. Then we had 
defensive breakdowns and the game just slipped away from us.”

•

But the Hawks missed shots at Miami, too, and they didn’t stop competing. So, one more time: Can the 
Hawks explain how they got handled like this at home after handling their business at Miami?

•

“No, not at all,” J.J. said. “Over the course of a season you are going to have a two like this. 
Unfortunately it had to be tonight after a big win against Miami. Give New Orleans credit. They are a 
great team and they have been playing great basketball for a few weeks now. They came in here and 
controlled the whole game.”

•

Yes, the Hornets are a good team and they’ve been hot. But how can the Hawks. . . aw, forget it.•
It was Atlanta’s largest margin of defeat at home since losing 118-74 to Phoenix on March 30, 2000. The 
Hawks scored the fewest points in a game since the franchise moved to Atlanta in 1968. They avoided 
the franchise scoring low of 57 points when JC2 made a 3-pointer with 32 seconds left.

•

Boos rained down on the Hawks when they left the floor. I actually thought fans showed restraint by 
waiting until then to let the Hawks have it.

•
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Maybe they were just keeping things in perspective. Even with this ugly L, the Hawks still are on a good 
run over the last month.

•

“It’s one loss, whether it’s by one or 80,” Mo said. “No matter how disappointing or embarrassing, it’s 
one loss. Tomorrow we’ve got a chance to go out there and show what kind of team we really are.”

•

But that’s the thing, isn’t? Just when you think that scrappy W at Miami provides evidence of what kind 
of team they really are, the Hawks turn around and lose in a way that makes you wonder what they are 
about. The same thing happened last weekend, when the big W at Utah was followed by a defenseless 
L to Houston.

•

“Id be lying if I said games like this are easy to forget,” Jamal said. “But if you lose by one or lose by 40, 
it’s still a loss. You just have to move on. It’s not like football where we have to wait a week. So we have 
an opportunity tomorrow.”

•

The Hawks were without Al (ankle). I avoided mentioning that until now because that can’t come close 
to explaining how they got blasted like this.

•

Like the Hawks, I can’t come up with a coherent analysis to explain this, either, so I’ll skip it and just let 
my blog people have at it.

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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